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GLOBAL LEADERS CALL FOR $1 TRILLION PLAN TO EAST CLIMATE DAMAGE IN GLOBAL SOUTH

RICH PETRO-STATES SHOULD PAY MULTI-BILLION “GLOBAL WINDFALL LEVY” TO KICK START ADAPTATION AND

MITIGATION FUND.

MORE than 50 former Presidents and Prime Ministers, and a former UN Secretary General are among 85 global leaders

calling on COP summit hosts UAE to unblock the climate deadlock by agreeing a plan to kickstart climate finance for

the global south.

In a joint letter sent today to Sultan Al Jaber, the president-elect of this week’s COP 28, the leaders argue that the

world’s leading petrostates – which banked $4 trillion revenues last year from the high price of oil – should pay a

“Global Windfall Levy” to help poorer nations in the fight against climate change.

Led by former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown, the group argue that the nations – such as Saudi Arabia, the UAE,

Qatar and Norway – should between them offer $25b in finance for poorer nations.

They argue this would help kickstart a deal at this week’s COP summit to build up a $1tr climate fund for the global

south to help efforts among poorer nations to mitigate against and adapt to the effects of climate change.

“A breakthrough in climate finance is urgently needed if COP28 is to be a success,” the leaders write today.

“We believe that with the G20 and COP 28 chairs working in tandem we can finally plan for a trillion-dollar annual

facility for development and climate mitigation and adaptation in the Global South.”

Signatories include former UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon, and the former Prime Ministers and presidents of

nations as diverse as New Zealand, Chile, Pakistan, Malawi, Costa Rica, the Netherlands, Mexico, Spain, Canada,

Mauritius, Senegal, Greece, and more.

Mr Brown first proposed the idea of a Global Windfall Levy in September. It came after the International Energy

Association revealed that rising oil prices triggered by the war in Ukraine led to staggering profits for oil-rich nations –

with revenues leaping from $1.5 tr a year pre-Covid to $4 tr in 2022.

The leaders write: “This is 20 times the entire global aid budget, over 30 times the budgets of all multilateral

development banks combined, and 40 times the $100 billion a year promised back in 2009 for climate mitigation and

adaptation in poor countries — still not yet delivered. In the space of just a year, a $2.5 trillion of windfall profits were

gained by the oil producer states and their national and other private companies that they have done nothing to

earn.”

The leaders argue that a Levy of $25b – representing just 3% of major exporters’ earnings – is only just, given the extra

sums paid by the poorer nations for oil and gas in the last year. The high price of oil and gas is the principal cause

behind the rise in extreme poverty from 400 million to 600 million, the leaders warn.

The letter is published today with the UAE having said it wants to use this week’s summit to fix the long-standing issue

of climate finance for the global south. A pledge to provide £100b a year in the 2009 summit has still not been fully

implemented, prompting UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres to warn earlier this year that richer nations were
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coming up “abysmally short” in their efforts to help poorer countries. In July, Al-Jaber called on donor nations to “show

me the money” when they convene for the summit.

The group are also now proposing that the new chair of the G20, President Lula of Brazil, and the future chair of COP

convene a joint online session of the G20 with OPEC to agree the funding deal, based on states’ capacity to pay.

The leaders declare: “With Sheikh Al Jaber also head of Abu Dhabi National Oil Company, there is an opportunity for

the Gulf states and Norway, another main beneficiary of high prices, to lead the way in bridging the financing gap

faced by low and middle income countries as they attempt to mitigate and adapt to climate change. The Global South

is not only transferring billions to producer states – the principal cause of the recent rise in extreme poverty from 400m

to 600m – but also suffering heavily from fossil fuel induced pollution. And we still await the full implementation of the

£100b a year promised as long ago as 2009 for climate mitigation and adaptation in the global south. There can be

no better time for the President of COP 28 to volunteer a practical proposal that recycles a fraction of the oil and gas

revenues to a climate mitigation and adaption facility.”

They conclude: “A levy of $25b – which represents just over 1 per cent of last year’s oil and gas windfall revenues and

just 3 per cent of the major exporters’ earnings – could kickstart a programme of investment in the global south.”

ENDS

See the full list of signatories and the full letter below.
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Dear Dr Sultan Al Jaber, President-Elect of COP28,

Dear President Lula, Chair of the G20,

A breakthrough in climate finance is urgently needed if COP28 is to be a success. We believe that with the G20 and

COP28 chairs working in tandem, we can finally plan for a trillion-dollar annual facility for development and climate

mitigation and adaptation in the Global South.

Sultan Al Jaber, President-Elect of COP28, stated on July 15 at a meeting in Brussels that fixing climate finance is one of

four key Action Plans for COP28. He stated that he supported deep, system-wide reform of the international financial

institutions to ensure that “all forms of finance must be more available, more accessible, and more affordable”. He has

also called on donor countries to “show me the money” when it comes to meeting long overdue financing pledges.

With Sultan Al Jaber also head of Abu Dhabi National Oil Company, there is an opportunity for the Gulf states and

Norway, another main beneficiary of high prices, to lead the way in bridging the financing gap faced by low and

middle-income countries as they attempt to mitigate and adapt to climate change. The Global South is not only

transferring billions to producer states – the principal cause of the recent rise in extreme poverty from 400 million to

600 million – but also suffering heavily from fossil fuel-induced pollution. And we still await the full implementation of

the $100 billion dollars a year promised as long ago as 2009 for climate mitigation and adaptation in the Global

South. There can be no better time for the President of COP28 to volunteer a practical proposal that recycles a fraction

of the oil and gas revenues to a climate mitigation and adaptation facility.
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The International Energy Association (IEA) points out that pre-COVID petroleum revenues were one $1.5 trillion a year

but soared to a record $4 trillion in 2022. This is twenty times the entire global aid budget, over thirty times the

budgets of all multilateral development banks combined, and forty times the $100 billion a year promised back in 2009

for climate mitigation and adaptation in poor countries — still not yet delivered. In the space of just a year, $2.5 trillion

of windfall profits were gained by the oil producer states and their national and other private companies that they

have done nothing to earn.

The Levy

Some of the private companies in the sector have already paid extra taxes on their windfall profits but the private oil

majors represent just fifteen percent of the revenues. The biggest beneficiaries by far have been the major petrostates

amassing $973 billion dollars in export earnings alone, up by $381 billion on the year before. The UAE alone has seen

their export earnings rise from $63 billion to $98 billion, with Qatar’s export earnings rising from $53 billion to $86

billion, and Kuwait up from $63 billion to $88 billion. Norway’s export earnings rose from $87 billion to $174 billion, with

Saudi Arabia up from $190 billion to $311 billion. A levy of $25 billion – which represents just over one percent of last

year’s oil and gas windfall revenues and just three percent of the major exporters’ earnings – could kickstart a program

of investment in the Global South.

The Principle

The principle of a fair burden-sharing agreement for global climate action, of which the levy is only one part, is simple:

the countries and sectors that should pay the most are those that have contributed the largest share of global

greenhouse gas emissions and have the highest per capita incomes and capacity to pay.

At least some of the $25 billion levy should be used as paid-in capital for a new climate financing facility for the Global

South.

But we should complement levy money with multi-billion guarantees from the historic and current emitters who also

have a responsibility to pay.

The guarantee from the advanced economies that we propose can be leveraged four times over by the multilateral

development banks to create new resources to be made available to low and middle-income countries for addressing

both development and climate change. Already the use of guarantees has gained support in successive reports by

international bodies including three recent reports to the G20:

�. Report of the G20 High-Level Independent Panel on Financing the Global Commons for Pandemic Preparedness

and Response chaired by Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Lawrence Summers, and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala;

�. The G20 Independent Review of Multilateral Development Banks’ Capital Adequacy Frameworks:

�. Strengthening Multilateral Development Banks, The Triple Agenda, report of the G20 Independent Experts Group

convened by Lawrence Summers and N K Singh.

With the implementation also of agreed elements of the much-respected G20 Singh-Summers reports 1 and 2 and the

ambitious Bridgeton Agenda, led by PM Mia Motley of Barbados, we can extend development and climate support to

the Global South to meet the target of $1 trillion a year, acting in line with the independent High-Level Advisory Board

on Effective Multilateralism report, “Breakthrough for People and Planet.”

We suggest that in support of the President-Elect of COP28, President Lula, the new chair of the G20 and future chair

of COP30 should offer to convene a joint online session of the G20 with OPEC to agree on this new funding, to which

both the petrostates and the historic emitters contribute based on their capacity to pay. With this event, we can look

forward to positive progress at COP28.
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